Finding errors in non-deterministic programs is complicated by the fact that a bug may be revealed only by a particular sequence of program activities. An erroneous program may run correctly hundreds or thousands of times, each time avoiding the failure-causing sequence. This problem is exacerbated in distributed systems since race conditions on messages may not be under the direct control of the programmer. We describe how message delivery ordering can be controlled during execution. Our objective is to provide a practical yet powerful testing environment for distributed systems, using re-execution. Previous work in this area was limited to replaying deterministically the same execution repeatedly. We focus on re-executing the program, under a strictly different message ordering. In this way, latent bugs are more likely to reveal themselves during testing. We show that messages are grouped into waves, such that any two messages from different waves must always be received in the same order. We provide an algorithm that produces a re-execution that maximizes the number of reordered pairs of message delivery events. We prove a tight lower bound of k − 1 reordered pairs of messages where k is the number of messages in a wave. We also provide an ef"cient on-line algorithm for detecting racing messages. Previous methods for detecting race conditions were either off-line, or limited to detecting the races for a single process.
INTRODUCTION
Finding bugs in a program is always dif"cult. Much research has been devoted to testing and debugging of sequential programs [1] [2] [3] [4] . Generally, an error in a program can start a chain reaction of unexpected events which is only noticeable externally much later. Detecting such anomalies usually involves running the program in a debugger, which allows one to view the internal state of the program and step it forward in a controlled fashion. The process used to locate the bug usually involves running the program over and over, learning more and narrowing the search each time, until the source is "nally found.
Since a typical execution of the program does not generally use all features of an application or provide all extremes or different types of input values, software testing is often used in an attempt to "nd more obscure bugs (e.g. divide by zero when the equation for the divisor rarely evaluates to 0). Using a test suite, the program is run a number of times, checking program trace data and outputs against expected values.
In a distributed computation, the problem is much worse. The inputs in most sequential programs can be controlled by the programmer. It is possible to force a sequential program to run exactly the same each time. Concurrent programs introduce the dif"culty of race conditions. Consider a receive event on a process in a distributed computation at which more than one message is a candidate for delivery. A choice is made by the program when it chooses to receive one of these messages. This choice may affect data in future messages, or it may affect the control #ow and consequently which messages are sent by this process in the future.
The relative speeds of the various processes in a computation and the unbounded delays associated with passing a message are characterized by equations complicated enough that we are forced to model them as non-deterministic phenomena. A bug observed during one execution run may not have any effect on the computation in a subsequent run. Additionally, this type of non-deterministic behaviour makes software testing more dif"cult. Checking the results of the test is no longer simply a task of matching outputs with expected results, because the program's trace data varies from one execution to the next.
This kind of non-determinism is dif"cult to control. To debug a distributed program, we need a way of reproducing the same execution run over and over. Methods for reproducing a distributed computation using trace and replay mechanisms are well known [5, 6, 7] . However, "nding the software defect in the "rst place can also be dif"cult. We might run the program 100 times without a single failure, and on the 101st execution, a wellhidden defect causes undesirable behaviour. Thus, we would like some systematic approach to "nding these bugs. However, testing algorithms for searching the execution space of a distributed computation is an open problem. Most distributed debugging research has focused on either visualization [8, 9] , allowing the programmer to control the execution or re-execution [10, 8, 11] , or presenting dependence analysis information [12] .
In [13] , given information from the programmer that speci"es which message races in the program are intentional, the authors show an approach for reporting the "rst unintended race condition in a message-passing program. This obviously requires detailed knowledge from the human debugger. Additionally, even the intentional message races can hide software defects and/or other, more destructive race conditions. In short, this approach is more of a debugging approach than software testing.
We attempt automatically to search the program execution space, looking for bugs of a type more familiar to a programmer. By re-executing the program and imposing a strictly different message ordering, we attempt to force software defects in a distributed program to cause observable (incorrect) behaviour.
Our current approach is applicable to distributed programs whose semantics dictate a "xed message set (see Subsection 4.1), but we believe that certain types of distributed applications meet these requirements (e.g. loosely synchronous, divide-and-conquer-style programs). Additionally, we believe that the theory will be extendable in future work to more general types of distributed programs. We attempt to reverse pairs of messages that raced during the original computation. Our efforts have produced an optimal algorithm for producing a single test computation. In other words, it creates a single test computation that reverses as many pairs of racing messages as possible. The algorithm requires O(k 2 ) execution time when run on a process that passes k messages in a single execution run. It can be run in parallel on all processes in the system.
In Section 5, we present an on-line method for detecting the set of messages available for delivery by each receive event in a distributed execution. The method is then applied in a conceptual tool for visualization. Off-line algorithms exist for analyzing race conditions from trace logs [14] . In [15, 16] , the authors detect races on the #y by concentrating on a single process at a time and causing a`frontier' to form for each receive event on that process. Our approach is much less intrusive and can be used to calculate the race sets for all processes in the system at once.
MODEL
In this section we present our model of a distributed computation, and provide a few de"nitions and notational conventions.
Processes and dsistributed systems
In this paper, we model a process as a program that performs Turing-style computations. It can output part of its local state by sending a message to another process in the system, and it can receive a message from another process as input. A distributed system is a set of processes that communicate with one another by sending and receiving messages to and from one another as they perform computations. A process is represented with the symbol P, and we use subscripts when we need to refer to more than one process at a time.
Computations
An execution run on a single process is modelled as a sequence of events. Each event is either a receive event, at which the process delivers a message from some other process in the system; a send event, at which the process sends a message to another process; or an internal event, at which the process's local state changes. We use the symbol X to represent such a sequence, with subscripts if needed. Hereafter, we refer to a sequence X on a single process as a computation. A computation must have an initial state (i.e. any pre"x is "nite) and any pre"x of a computation is also a computation.
We assume that the program that creates a computation is piece-wise deterministic. In other words, the order in which messages are delivered to the computation is its only element of non-determinism. If the program is run twice, and it delivers the same messages in the same sequence, then it will undergo the same state changes, send the same messages and attempt to receive the same messages.
A distributed computation has an initial state and a "nal state. The initial state is composed of all processes' initial states, and the "nal state is reached when all processes have terminated. The algorithm presented in this section is directly applicable to real-world distributed computations that exhibit this behaviour, but they can also be applied to sub-computations of a non-terminating distributed computation.
Relations
In a computation X , events are totally ordered. Given two events e 1 and e 2 from X , e 1 ≺ X e 2 indicates that e 1 was executed before e 2 and e 1 X e 2 indicates that they might also be the same event. Since X is a sequential execution on a single process, ≺ X imposes total ordering over the events in X . Obviously, it is also transitive and anti-symmetric. When X is clear from the context, ≺ X , pronounced`precedes', can be represented simply by the symbol ≺. As in Lamport [17] , there exists a partial order, →, between events in a distributed computation. For any two events, e and e , e → e iff:
1. e ≺ X e , where X is a computation on a given process, or 2. e is a send event, at which message m is sent; and e is a receive event, at which m is delivered, or 3. ∃e :: e → e ∧ e → e As discussed in Lamport's paper, this`happens before' relation is also transitive and anti-symmetric.
Notational conventions
When a message becomes available from the mail system, we say it is available. When a message is actually received by an application process as the result of a msg recv( ) call, we say that it is delivered.
As mentioned earlier, processes in the system will be represented with the symbol P and a computation by X .
A message passed during a distributed computation will be represented by m, and send and receive events in a computation by s and r , respectively. In all cases, if we need to refer to more than one at a time, we will use subscripts and/or symbols like m . In a distributed computation, for a given message m, m.s X represents the send event in X at which m is sent. m.r X represents the receive event in X at which m is delivered. When the computation to which we are referring is clear, these events will be abbreviated as m.s and m.r .
Another necessary distinction is between a normal, non-deterministic computation, and a computation that is controlled during testing. In the original distributed computation run, each process's computation is chosen nondeterministically, as processes are allowed to progress at their natural speeds and deliver available messages in any arbitrary order. We refer to a process's original computation by the symbol X . The second type of computation is pre-planned by a testing algorithm, and realized as a debugger/tester forces the underlying computation to deliver messages in the planned order. Such a computation will be referred to as a test computation, and represented with the symbol T .
RACE SETS
The contributions in this paper rely on the ability to determine which messages in a computation race. In this section we group messages into sets, one for each receive event in X . If two messages appear together in any of these sets, they race.
Racing messages
The "rst requirement is to determine which messages could have been received by a given receive event r on some process P. We would like to de"ne the conditions under which multiple messages are potentially deliverable by a single receive event. Under these circumstances, nondeterminacy can be introduced into the program. In a given distributed computation, consider X on a given process, and a message m 1 that is delivered by receive event r in X . We wish to know what makes it possible for another message, m 2 , to be delivered by receive event r , if processes are allowed to run at any speed relative to one another.
In [15, 16] the authors simply stop P before delivering every message, allowing all other processes to continue and send any messages they are going to send. When all processes stop, a`frontier' is formed as each process blocks, waiting to receive a message (or terminates). When P is allowed to continue, the next message received by each process will have been sent by an event that causally follows r . By monitoring the channels, they use this frontier to guarantee that all available messages are examined before continuing.
This approach introduces considerable probe effect on the distributed computation, and we therefore propose a different technique for calculating the group of messages that might have been available for delivery at receive event r .
Detecting race sets
Here we need to introduce the concept of a race set. r.race is the race set for receive event r . It contains all messages that might have been available for delivery immediately preceding the occurrence of event r , depending on the relative speeds of the processes in the computation. In other words, it contains the messages that the text of the program does not speci"cally prevent from being available for delivery by receive event r . First, we de"ne the set r.avail of all messages that can exist before and at the same time as r . DEFINITION 3.1. Given X on process P and a receive event r on X , de"ne r.avail as follows:
The expression (r → m.s) can be evaluated ef"ciently using vector clocks [18, 19] . Proof.
Next we de"ne r.recvd as the set of messages received before event r on X . DEFINITION 3.2. Given X on process P and a receive event r on X , de"ne r.recvd as follows:
As represented in the next lemma, a message must be available before it can be received. Proof.
And "nally, r.race is just r.avail minus the messages in r.recvd (i.e. any message that can possibly be ready for delivery that has not already been delivered). DEFINITION 3.3. Given X on process P and a receive event r on X , de"ne r.race as follows:
The following property of race sets will be useful later in this paper.
Proof. Call m the message delivered by receive event r . Then,
Consider a computation run in which process P receives "ve messages: a, b, c, d and e, in that order (see Figure 1 ). Note that after each of the send events, new messages are introduced into the r.avail, and hence r.race. This is because these messages are causally related to earlier intervals of P's execution, but after the send event, P has reached an interval with which these messages' send events are concurrent.
We need to calculate r.race for each receive event r in a computation or distributed computation. A brute force approach could be attempted as follows. Start with the "rst receive event in the run, and visit each receive event in sequence. For each receive event r , consider every message m whose delivery in X satis"es (r m.r ). If a log is kept for each receive event with information regarding the message it delivered, this search is just a forward scan over these logs. Use vector clocks during the computation and store their values in the logs. Then, we can easily evaluate the expression (r → m.s) for each message. If the predicate is false, then m ∈ r.avail, and since the search is limited to messages not in r.recvd, m ∈ r.race. If process P receives k messages during the run, this computation requires O(k 2 ) time.
We can do better on average if, with respect to a given message m, we search for all the race sets to which m belongs. We perform the search backward from m.r , over each receive event r that satis"es r m.r . For each r we evaluate the predicate (r → m.s), to see if m ∈ r.avail. We can use the transitivity of the → relation to limit the search space. In general, we do not have to search the entire pre"x of X before m.r . Once we "nd some receive event r , such that r → m.s, we can stop, because for any r ≺ r ,
So we do not need to search any r satisfying r ≺ r .
HOLISTIC PREDICATE DETECTION
Instead of involving a programmer with whether or not messages race, another approach is to design a software tester/debugger tool that can explore the effects of possible races automatically. The programmer might be more interested in the fact that a task wait queue has exceeded some threshold, or that`index > array size'.
Modern debugging techniques are usually more than suf-"cient to detect these kinds of predicates in a sequential system, where the program can be made to run deterministically by controlling the input it receives. By re-running the program a few times, it is usually possible to narrow the search space of the program's execution with each iteration, eventually reaching the statement with the bug.
Trace and replay mechanisms can be used to produce this type of interaction with a distributed application, allowing a programmer to play and replay a computation, searching for the point in which the bug was introduced [5, 6, 7] . However, experience indicates that it is often dif"cult to get the bug to bite at all. Complex message patterns are often more dif"cult to predict, and more dif"cult to control using conventional debugging technology than other forms of input. If the programmer wishes to force a process to receive one message before another, his/her only approach is to load every process into a sequential debugger one after the other, or load them into separate debugger processes, and force a given message to be delivered before another by stopping the sender of the alternative message. This process is extremely tedious and memory intensive.
We would like to be able automatically to explore alternate orderings on the delivery of racing messages, forcing computation runs with different properties. Then, a user-speci"ed predicate, like`x > 10' can be checked normally during these runs.
As discussed in Section 1, an approach to provide this capability is to prune the execution search space, and reexecute the program using pre-planned test executions. Our approach is automatically to explore alternate orderings on the delivery of racing messages, thus forcing computation runs with different properties.
Reordering racing messages
Once the set of racing messages is determined for each receive event (see Subsection 3.2), we need to reorder them in some systematic fashion in an attempt to make bugs happen. The most immediate obstacle is the enormity of the search space. It is easy to imagine an imperfect program that never terminates when racing messages are delivered in a certain order.
If |r.race| > 1 for some receive event r on process P, then r can introduce non-determinism into the computation. If P received an alternative message at this receive event, it might act differently in the future. In this section (Section 4), we restrict ourselves to distributed programs where the non-determinism introduced by a race can not change the affected process's set of future send and receive events. Regardless of the order in which messages were delivered to process P in its history, it will still send and receive the same messages in the future. The data in these messages may be different, but send events will send to the same processes, and receive events will request messages from the same processes. Thus, the set of messages sent by all processes in the distributed computation will also be the same, regardless of the order in which racing messages are delivered. We say that this kind of distributed program has a "xed message set. In such a system, messages can be reordered more easily in test computations.
A broad class of programs that typically exhibit this type of behaviour are the`loosely synchronous' [20] parallel programs. Fox de"ned a loosely synchronous program as one that alternates between phases of global computation and communication. Typically, these programs send and receive the same messages during each communication phase, regardless of the results they obtained during the last communication phase. Non-determinism arises in such programs when they are executed on asynchronous systems. Concurrent messages can race during a global communication phase.
This restriction affects our future discussion in a few ways. First, the set of all receive events in X is the same set as it is in any test computation T . Further, the total order imposed by ≺ X on the events in this set is identical to the total order imposed by ≺ T , for any test computation T . The following lemmas are easily derived. 
LEMMA 4.2. For a given receive event r in a program
with a "xed message set, |r.recvd X | = |r.recvd T |, and |r.race X | = |r.race T |.
Waves
As will be shown in this section, the messages delivered in a computation X might be divided into`waves'. If two messages were delivered in different waves during the original computation, it is not possible to deliver them in the opposite order during a test computation. Formally, if m 1 and m 2 were in different waves in X (without loss of generality, assume m 1 .r ≺ X m 2 .r ), then T :: m 2 .r ≺ T m 1 .r .
Consider a loosely synchronous distributed computation, like the one described in the previous section. Suppose that at the end of every communication phase, the processes in the system perform a barrier synchronization. Process P cannot possibly deliver any messages sent in future communication phases during the current phase, because the other processes in the system will not advance to the point of sending these messages until P delivers all the messages in the current phase. Once P does so, its underlying program has no more receive events left in which a message from a future communication phase could be delivered.
In general, a program does not have to be structured with explicit synchronization points for a computation's receive events to be divided into waves. If a distributed computation simply does not contain very many message races, then most receive events will have a race set of size 1, which forms a wave with only one message. If |m 2 .r | in X is ≥ 2, then the analysis above allows delivery of m 1 to be delayed even after m 2 .r , at which point message m 2 is obviously available and can be delivered. Consider the case where |m 2 .r | in X is 1. The last receive event r before m 2 .r in X must have |r .race| = 2, because: (a) the next receive event (m 2 .r in X ) has a race set of size 1, (b) the expression r.race only shrinks when r.recvd increases, and (c) r.recvd only increases by one element from a single message delivery. Since T is constructed to avoid delivering m 1 until as late in the sequence as possible, r .race must contain m 1 and m 2 . We can assign m 2 for delivery by this receive event, and m 1 at the next.
In the lemma above, messages m 1 and m 2 are in the same wave. Any two messages that are not separated by a receive event whose race set contains exactly one message are in the same wave 1 . Thus, from Lemma 4.3, any pair of messages in the same wave can be reversed, and from Lemma 4.4, any two messages from different waves cannot be reversed. For the remainder of this section, we discuss how to reorder pairs of messages within a wave. Optimally, we would like to be able to reverse all k 2 pairs in a k-size wave, but this is not always possible.
For the remainder of Section 4, we use the symbol W in place of X to represent subcomputations over a single wave. Further, T will represent a test computation over the subcomputation W .
Reordering message deliveries
To force different choices in a test run of a computation, we wish to reorder as many pairs of messages as possible. In other words, suppose messages m 1 and m 2 were delivered in W such that m 1 .r ≺ W m 2 .r . We want to construct a test computation, T , in which the messages are delivered in the opposite order: m 2 .r ≺ T m 1 .r . 1 As indicated by the lemma, if |m.r.race| = 1, then m is in the same wave as the races received before it, but not those received after. To construct T , we select a single message to deliver at each receive event r from its r.avail set. From Lemma 4.1, r.avail T = r.avail W . The only care that must be taken is that we cannot assign for delivery the same message by more than one receive event in T .
As shown in Subsections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4, we can simply visit the receive events in the order in which they appear in W (and in T ), assigning a message for delivery by each receive event in sequence. This way, we know the value of r.recvd in T for each r evaluated, and we can avoid selecting the same message twice by simply selecting a message from only those in r.avail − r.recvd T .
We need to introduce another type of sequence: a message sequence. The message sequence M W = m 1 m 2 ...m k represents the scenario that message m 1 is delivered by the "rst receive event in W , m 2 is delivered by the second receive event, and so on. In this sequence, we use the notation m 1 ≺ W m 2 to express the condition that m 1 appears before m 2 in M W . Note that m 1 ≺ W m 2 ≡ m 1 .r ≺ W m 2 .r , when the receive events on the right-hand side refer to events in W . This notation enables us to discuss the order in which messages are received in alternate computations. In such a discussion, the notation m 1 .r is ambiguous.
For a perfect test run, if M W = m 1 m 2 ...m k , we would be able to deliver all k messages in reverse order, such that M T = m k m k−1 ...m 1 . This is not always possible, as shown by the following example. EXAMPLE 2. Consider the wave shown in Figure 2 . A perfect test run would be M T = cba. However, since message c's send event causally follows event r 1 (i.e. r 1 → c.s), it cannot be delivered by this receive event.
Since it is not always possible to deliver a wave's k messages in complete reverse order, we will try to reverse as many pairs of messages as possible. As mentioned earlier, there are 
Last-First reordering algorithm
A very simple algorithm, shown in Figure 3 , can be used to reverse the greatest number of pairs possible in a single test computation, T . In the algorithm shown in this "gure, r w and r t are used as iterators to scroll through the receive events in W and T . The set r t .recvd contains all messages that have been assigned for delivery by some receive event, r in T , r ≺ r t . Since Last-First( ) subtracts this set from the messages it considers for delivery at each step, it will never deliver the same message twice.
The set r w .avail is calculated as described in Subsection 3.2, and from Lemma 4.1, r w .avail = r t .avail. This set is sorted by the order in which the messages were received in W . Thus, from the set of messages in r w .avail that have not already been assigned for delivery by an earlier receive event in T , m gets the one that was delivered last in W . In other words, for any pair of messages (m 1 ,m 2 ) in r t .race where m 1 ≺ W m 2 , Last-First( ) will select m 2 before it selects m 1 .
An ef"cient implementation of Last-First( ) would actually keep only the set of messages that become available for the "rst time at each receive event, and add them to some set S at each iteration of the while loop. Also, instead of keeping r t .recvd, we can just subtract each message from S as it is received. If we use a balanced tree to store the messages in S, the Last-First( ) algorithm runs in O(k·log k), for a wave W with length k.
Last-First analysis
To see that Last-First( ) is optimal, let's "rst examine the properties of the messages in the wave, and the effects of pairs. An optimal test run reverses the most pairs possible, so it contains the fewest lost pairs. For a test computation T , the set of all lost pairs is given by:
Thus, an optimal test run contains a minimal T.lost set.
We can now present an important lemma that is integral to proving our algorithm optimal. Proof. We construct T . Construct T as follows: duplicate T , and then swap m 1 and m 2 in M T . Since m 2 ∈ r.avail (1 above), T is a legal test computation.
The message sequence M T is shown in Figure 4 . The messages in the sequences t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 are in the same positions in M T . To prove that |T .lost| < |T.lost|, we compare the sets m .lost for every message m in both computations. We will use the notation m.lost X to represent the set m.lost in the computation X .
Observe that condition 2 in the lemma statement implies that m 1 ≺ W m 2 .
For every message m in t 1 or t 3 , pairs of the form (m 1 ,m ) and (m 2 ,m ) are ordered the same in M T as they are in M T . Thus
Consider the set m .lost for a message m in t 2 . At "rst glance, it appears it is possible for this set to be larger in T than it is in T , because (m ≺ T m 1 ) holds, and (m ≺ T m 1 ). However,
Now we must consider m 1 .lost and m 2 .lost. m 2 .lost will possibly be smaller in T than in T , because for each message m in t 2 , it is possible that m ∈ m 2 .lost T , but we know m ∈ m 2 .lost T , because m 2 ≺ T m . However, for every such m , we know the following: 
From formulae 1, 2, and 3, |T .lost| < |T.lost|. Proof. By contradiction. We prove the stronger condition that Last-First( ) "nds the only optimal test subcomputation over a wave. Consider the original subcomputation W .
For the purpose of contradiction, assume there exists an optimal subcomputation T over this wave that differs from T l f , the one created by Last-First( ). In Figure 4 , assume that m 1 is the "rst message in M T that differs from M T l f . Label the receive event that delivers m 1 here r . m 2 from Figure 4 represents the message that T l f delivers at r . Since T and T l f are both subcomputations, m 1 and m 2 are both in r.avail. Further, since the Last-First( ) algorithm delivers m 2 at r , we know that m 1 ≺ W m 2 , which implies m 2 ∈ m 1 .lost T .
From Lemma 4.5, there exists a computation T such that |T .lost| < |T.lost|, so T is not optimal: a contradiction. 
Performance lower bound
As a consequence of Lemma 4.3, it is always possible to reorder the message that was delivered by the "rst receive event in W , and deliver it in the very last receive event in T . Doing so reorders this "rst message with every other message in the wave, successfully reversing k − 1 pairs. Since the Last-First( ) algorithm is optimal, k − 1 represents a lower bound on the number of pairs it will reverse. Below we show this to be a tight bound. Proof. By example. Consider the execution shown in Figure 5 . For this rather extreme computation, our Last-First( ) reordering algorithm will only be able to reverse k − 1 pairs. It produces the test subcomputation T = bcd...a, because it chooses any available message before a, but there is always only one other choice in r.avail −r.recvd. This test sub-computation reverses only k − 1 pairs.
ON-LINE MESSAGE RACE ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION
In this section we discuss another application for our method for calculating race sets. One approach to helping a programmer debug a distributed program is to help the programmer visualize the interaction between the processes as the program runs [8, 9] . The popular representation is to display a time line for each process, where time runs from left to right. As the process runs, the line grows. Messages sent between processes can then be represented by directed lines from the sender's time line to that of the receiver. Hereafter, we refer to this representation of a distributed computation as its graph, or distributed computation graph. We propose to combine the method described in Subsection 3.2, which calculates the race set of messages for a given receive event, with the channel predicate detection techniques in [21] . In doing so, we can provide online analysis of the race sets at each receive event. In a visualization tool similar to XPVM, a programmer could then simply select a receive event from the distributed computation graph, and be presented with a list of the messages in that receive event's race set.
To use this technique effectively in an on-line tool, we must be able to detect when a race set is`complete'. In other words, for some receive event r on P, how do we detect the condition that no future messages received by P will be added to r.race? DEFINITION 5.1. Consider a receive event r on process P, and a future event e, r ≺ e. The set r.race is complete at e iff ∀m : e ≺ m.r : m ∈ r.race .
The following lemma states that the race set r.race is complete when the last event on every process in the computation causally follows r , and there are no messages in channels to P from send events that do not causally follow r . The`global state' G in the lemma is de"ned similarly to [21] and [22] . It is a set of: (a) local events, one from each process in the system and (b) the state of all the channels. m .s, so r → m .s, and therefore m ∈ r.race: a contradiction.
As each new message is delivered, we can use the method from Subsection 3.2 to add it to race sets of previous receive events. Using the predicate detection algorithms from [21, 22] we can detect both conditions in Lemma 5.1. Thus, in a visualization application, the programmer could be alerted when race set r.race is complete. Figure 6 shows a mock-up visualization application using the theory in this section. At the receive events on the computation graph, #ashing versus steady circles could indicate whether a message race set is complete.
CONCLUSION
We have presented one testing technique and one debugging/visualization technique that analyse the partial order of a distributed computation.
The "rst area of research has yielded the Last-First( ) algorithm for reordering message deliveries in a test computation. We have proven that it is optimal and given a tight lower bound of (k − 1) reversed pairs in a wave of size k. Questions remain that suggest opportunity for future research in this area. For example, the lower bound of (k − 1) is relatively low, but demonstrated by a particularly contrived example. We suspect that this bound is not indicative of average performance.
An obvious extension of this work would be a method to re-execute a distributed computation more than once, in an attempt to reorder more pairs of messages. Results from this research appear in [23] . Another interesting question is whether the technique used in Section 4 can be modi"ed to allow testing programs that do not enforce a "xed message set. Perhaps a weaker requirement can be found.
In Section 5, we presented a method for detecting all race sets in a distributed computation without controlling execution. Using vector clocks and the predicate detection methods in [21, 22] , we are able to determine when a race set is complete.
